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Nonflammable electrolytes are critical for the safe operation of high-voltage lithium-ion batteries (LIBs).

Although organic phosphates are effective flame retardants, their poor electrochemical stability with

a graphite (Gr) anode and Ni-rich cathodes would lead to the deterioration of electrode materials and

fast capacity decay. Herein, we develop a safe and high-performance electrolyte formulation for high-

voltage (4.6 V-class) LIBs using flame-retarding ethoxy(pentafluoro) cyclotriphosphazene (PFPN) as

a non-solvating diluent for the high-concentration carbonate–ether hybrid electrolyte. In contrast to

conventional nonflammable additives with restricted dosage, the high level of PFPN (69% mass ratio in

our electrolyte design) could significantly increase the electrolyte flash point and protect the favored

anion-rich inner solvation sheath because of its non-solvating feature, thus preventing solvent co-

intercalation and structural damage to the Gr anode. The nonflammable electrolyte could also form

a stable LiF-rich cathode electrolyte interphase (CEI), which enables superior electrochemical

performances of GrkLiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2 (NMC811) full cells at high voltages (∼82.0% capacity retention

after 1000 cycles at 4.5 V; 89.8% after 300 cycles at 4.6 V) and high temperatures (50 °C). This work

sheds light on the electrolyte design and interphase engineering for developing practical safe high-

energy-density LIBs.
1. Introduction

To achieve the ambitious goal of carbon neutrality, the ever-
increasing demand for electric vehicles and grid energy storage
has greatly stimulated the development of lithium-ion batteries
(LIBs).1–3 To further improve the energy density of LIBs, consid-
erable efforts have been devoted to exploring high-voltage LiNix-
MnyCo1−x−yO2 (NMC) cathodematerials with highNi content (e.g.,
LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2, NMC811).4 However, the increased energy
density is usually accompanied by shortened cycle life and more
prominent battery safety issues, thus hindering their large-scale
applications. One of the primary failure mechanisms of Ni-rich
NMC cathodes is their incompatibility with state-of-the-art
organic carbonate-based electrolytes. The highly reactive Ni4+ on
the surface of delithiated NMC cathodes could induce severe
electrolyte side reactions, which are closely associated with phase
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transformation, interfacial impedance increase and capacity decay
of the cathode.5 On the graphite (Gr) anode, the solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI) derived from ethylene carbonate is not robust
enough to withstand high temperature, short circuit or over-
charging conditions. Moreover, conventional carbonate electro-
lytes are highly volatile and ammable (with low ash points, e.g.,
16 °C for dimethyl carbonate). Therefore, catastrophic thermal
runaway reactions in the LIBs could be triggered by the decom-
position of the anode SEI and subsequent exothermic reactions
between electrodes and electrolyte.4,5

Momentous efforts have been focused on developing electro-
lytes for high-safety LIBs, for example, by adding ame-retarding
additives or adjusting the solvation structure of the electrolyte.6

Organic phosphates (e.g., triethylphosphate, TEP, and trimethyl-
phosphate, TMP) are among the most studied co-solvents for
nonammable electrolytes.1 Despite their ability to inhibit the
combustion chain reactions as hydrogen radical scavengers, they
suffer frompoor electrochemical compatibility with the Gr anode.
Previous studies indicate that the cycling stability of the LIBs will
decline rapidly when the ratio of phosphate co-solvent added
exceeds 10 wt%.1,6,7 Phosphate molecules could decompose on
the Gr anode and deteriorate the anode SEI, which results in Gr
exfoliation and continuous electrolyte decomposition.6,8 To
inhibit the undesired reaction of phosphate solvent, high
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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concentration electrolytes (HCE) with high salt/solvent ratios (e.g.,
3.3 M LiFSI in TMP) were developed to enrich anions in the inner
Li+ solvation sheath and promote their reactions on the electrode/
electrolyte interface.1With the formation of an inorganic-rich SEI,
the electrochemical stability of the Gr anode could be greatly
improved.1 To address the issues of high cost, high viscosity, and
poor wettability for HCEs, non-solvating hydrouoroethers (e.g.,
bis(2,2,2-triuoroethyl) ether (BTFE) and 1,1,2,2-tetrauoroethyl-
2,2,3,3-tetrauoropropyl ether (TTE)) were added as diluents
without disrupting the featured anion-rich solvation structure,
which is thus referred to as localized high concentration elec-
trolytes (LHCEs).9 Recent studies indicate that phosphate-based
LHCE with a unique solvation structure displays excellent elec-
trochemical performance in LIBs and lithium metal batterie.9–11

Xu et al. reported TMP-based LHCE with additives to improve the
long-term cycling stability of LIBs in the voltage range of 2.5–
4.4 V.6 However, hydrouoroether diluents typically have low
ash points (e.g., 1 °C for bis(2,2,2-triuoroethyl) ether), which
might still be problematic for battery safety.12 Therefore, the
development of functional electrolytes with excellent ame-
retarding capability and electrochemical stability on reactive
electrodes is desired.

In this work, we design an LHCE formulation using ame-
retarding ethoxy(pentauoro) cyclotriphosphazene (PFPN) as the
non-solvating diluent for the high-concentration carbonate–ether
hybrid electrolyte. Fluorophosphazenes have been typically used
as electrolyte additives with <10% percentage to avoid deterio-
rating the electrode stability.13–16 Their usage at high levels has
seldom been reported to maximize the safety benets. Our elec-
trolyte design contains an extremely high percentage of PFPN
(69% in mass ratio) as the diluent to signicantly increase the
electrolyte ash point. In addition, the unique anion-rich inner
solvation sheath with carbonate–ether hybrid solvent signicantly
improves the electrochemical stabilities of both electrodes. The
co-intercalation of solvent molecules into Gr layers could be
inhibited by the effective SEI on the Gr anode. The designed
LHCE can also form a highly robust uorine-rich CEI, thus
achieving excellent electrochemical properties (4.5 V, ∼82.0%
capacity retention aer 1000 cycles), and high-voltage stability
(4.6 V, 89.8% aer 300 cycles) in GrkNMC811 cells. Moreover, the
CEI and SEI with rich inorganic species can enable excellent high-
temperature (50 °C) cycling stability of NMC811-based LIBs under
high voltage conditions.

2. Results and discussion

Our electrolyte design takes full advantage of the high electro-
chemical stability feature of the high-concentration inner solva-
tion structure and the high ame-retarding capability of the PFPN
diluent in the outer solvation sheath. For the inner solvation
complex, uoroethylene carbonate (FEC) was rst selected for its
ability to form a uorinated SEI on the Gr anode.12,17–19 Its
uorine-donating ability, along with the enhanced reactivity of
the bis(uorosulfonyl)imide (FSI−) anion in the concentrated
solvation structure, is benecial for forming an inorganic-rich
highly-durable SEI.20 However, phase separation was induced
whenmixing PFPN with the FEC-based HCE (LiFSI-2FEC inmolar
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
ratio), which is likely due to the high polarity of the FEC solvent
(dielectric constant of 110), as shown in Fig. 1a and b. The
immiscibility issue was successfully addressed with the addition
of an ether cosolvent with low polarity (1,2-dimethoxyethane or
DME, dielectric constant of 7.2), which may have favored
interactions with PFPN molecules. To understand the effect of
solvents with different dielectric constants on the miscibility of
electrolytes, various electrolytes were compared at the samemolar
ratio (Table S3†). The dielectric constant of sulfone and
most carbonates have relatively large dielectric constants,
which causes incompatibility of the electrolyte with the
PFPN diluent. In comparison, ethers with a low dielectric
constant, such as DME and THF, can achieve good electrolyte
miscibility. Thus, a carbonate–ether hybrid electrolyte is designed
to solve the immiscibility issue. More importantly, ether was
introduced into the solvation structure because of its unique
synergy with anions to induce the formation of a LiF-enriched
cathode–electrolyte interphase (CEI) on high-voltage cathodes,
as revealed by recent studies.21,22 The concentrated electrolyte
(E-conc) contains LiFSI, DME and FEC with a molar ratio of 1 :
1.5 : 0.5. Using highly uorinated PFPN as the diluent, the PFPN-
based LHCE was prepared with an LiFSI : PFPNmolar ratio of 1 : 3
(abbreviated as E-PFPN) (Fig. 1a and b). In contrast, two electro-
lytes with different contents of phosphate (TMP, with a LiFSI :
TMP molar ratio of 1 : 1 or 1 : 3) were prepared to investigate the
effect of phosphate on the electrochemical performance of the
LIBs with E-conc (the abbreviations are E-TMP, and E-TMP-3).
Besides, a conventional carbonate electrolyte, 1 M LiPF6 in EC/
DEC/EMC (1 : 1 : 1 by vol%) (E-carbonate), was chosen as the
baseline electrolyte. The detailed compositions of the electrolytes
mentioned above are summarized in Table S1.†

To reveal the electrolyte solvation structures, Raman spectra of
different electrolytes and pure solvents are exhibited in Fig. 1c and
d. The vibration signals of free DME (820 and 847 cm−1 signals for
CH2 rocking and C–O stretching vibrations, respectively) and FEC
(729 cm−1 for C–O stretching vibration) molecules become very
weak in E-conc, suggesting that they mostly coordinate with Li+

due to the high salt/solvent ratio. The P–O–C stretching vibration
of TMP shis from 748 cm−1 in the free state to 764 cm−1 in E-
TMP due to the formation of Li+-coordinated TMP.31 As 10 mg
LiFSI was added to 825 mg PFPN, negligible dissolution was
observed (Fig. 1f). The supernatant was removed by centrifugal
ltration, and the remaining salt was dried in a vacuum oven at
120 °C for 24 hours. The weight of the undissolved LiFSI was
9.6 mg. The result implies the very limited Li+-solvating ability of
the PFPN diluent. Therefore, the high salt/solvent ratio in the Li+

solvation sheath is maintained on replacing TMP with PFPN. The
P–O–C stretching vibration of PFPN at 720 cm−1 does not shi in
E-PFPN (Fig. 1d), conrming that the PFPN is not involved in the
inner Li+ solvation sheath in the PFPN-diluted LHCE. Thus, the
solvent structure of E-conc will not be destroyed by the PFPN
diluent in the E-PFPN, and DME and FEC molecules are still
coordinated with Li+.

The key physical properties of the chosen electrolytes, for
instance, ionic conductivity, wettability, viscosity, ash point, and
contact angle test, were conducted with the results shown in
Fig. 1g–i, S1, and Table S2.† The E-conc and E-TMP displayed
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1184–1193 | 1185



Fig. 1 (a) Molecular structure of the solvents in the electrolyte of LiFSI/FEC/PFPN and E-PFPN. (b) Photos of different electrolytes without and
with DME cosolvent. (c) and (d) Raman spectra of different solvents and electrolytes. (e) Molecular structures of TMP and PFPN, and the solubility
test of LiFSI in PFPN. (f)–(h) Contact angle tests of various electrolytes on a Celgard separator. (i)–(k) Schematic illustrations of solvation
structures in different electrolytes. (l)–(n) Photos of ignition tests of glass fibers soaked with different electrolytes.
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higher ionic conductivities than E-PFPN at 25 °C. The ionic
conductivity of E-PFPN decreases to 2.22 mS cm−1 due to a much
lower bulk ion concentration (0.83 m) and the intensied elec-
trostatic interactions between Li+ and anions in the LHCE.21,32,33

The contact angle tests on Celgard 2500 separators were used to
characterize the wettability of different electrolytes (Fig. 1f–h). E-
PFPN has the best wettability with a contact angle of 21.4°,
which is much smaller than that of the E-conc (71.9°) and E-TMP
(64.5°). The wettability tests of various electrolytes on the Celgard
2500 separators also showed the better wettability of E-PFPN than
that of E-carbonate, E-conc, E-TMP, and E-PFPN. Moreover, E-
PFPN has smaller viscosity than E-conc and E-TMP (Table S2†)
due to the presence of the PFPN diluent. The high wettability and
smaller viscosity of the electrolyte design with the high level of
PFPN demonstrate its excellent rate capability and high ionic
conductivity.

In addition, the ame-retardant properties of electrolytes were
tested by ignition experiments (Fig. 1l–n, S2, and Videos S1–S5†).
Both the E-carbonate and E-conc are highly ammable due to the
abundance of organic solventmolecules (Fig. 1l, S2, Videos S1 and
S2†). Although E-TMP cannot be ignited in a short time, intensive
burning was still observed aer ignition (Fig. 1m and Video S3†).
It indicates that the DME/FEC molecules are intensively involved
in the burning process, and TMP cannot immediately quench the
radical chain reactions (Fig. 1m). Moreover, the ignition test of E-
TMP-3 is shown in Fig. S2 and Video S4.† E-TMP-3 requires to be
ignited three times before burning on increasing the amount of
TMP. Despite the high content of TMP existing in E-TMP-3, a large
number of free DME/FEC molecules will cause the electrolyte to
be ignited. In stark contrast, E-PFPN cannot be ignited aer
several attempts and essentially only generates smoke with the
contact of torch ame (Fig. 1n and Video S5†), demonstrating its
excellent ame-retarding capability. The PFPN molecules would
produce large amounts of P- and F-containing radical scavenges
1186 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1184–1193
during the pyrolysis process, thus effectively quenching H and O-
based free radicals generated from the combustion of organic
solvents.14,34 Moreover, the ash points of different electrolytes
were tested (Table S2†). In contrast to the low ash point of DME
(−2 °C), the ash point of E-conc increases signicantly to 72 °C
due to the concentrated solvation structure with low amounts of
solvent molecules. As in previous reports, the drawbacks of high
volatility and high ammability of ether and carbonate solvents
can be overcome to a large degree owing to the much lower
content of organic solvents in the high concentration electro-
lyte.35,36 However, the ash point of E-TMP decreases signicantly.
It is likely that TMP will participate in the solvation structure of E-
TMP, which will eventually lead to an increase in free DME
molecules (Fig. 1j). In sharp contrast, E-PFPN has no measurable
ash point before ∼121 °C (the boiling point of PFPN). The
signicantly increased ash point and the ignition test result for
E-PFPN suggest that the large percentage of PFPN (50% in molar
ratio or 69% in mass ratio) in E-PFPN is critical for the superior
ame-retarding ability of the electrolyte (Fig. 1k).

A linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) experiment was used to
evaluate the electrochemical stability of electrolytes with a Super-P
carbon/PVDF composite as the working electrode, and Li foil as
the counter and reference electrodes.37 As shown in Fig. S3,† E-
PFPN shows a higher oxidation potential higher than 4.6 V, indi-
cating its feasibility for high voltage battery applications. More-
over, a constant voltage oating test was conducted to compare
leakage currents on the Al electrode at 4.5 V (Fig. S4†). E-PFPN
exhibits the lowest leakage current (∼1 mA cm−2) relative to
other electrolytes during the 60 h test. From the SEM post-analysis
of the Al electrodes (Fig. S5†), no noticeable Al corrosion could be
observed in the E-PFPN. It indicates that a concentrated solvation
structure is benecial for inhibiting undesired electrolyte side
reactions and protecting the Al current collector. The immediate
current drop at the beginning of the leakage current test implies
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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that the PFPN diluent also plays a vital role in the passivation
process. Fig. S6† shows that the CV curves were also measured
using LikGr cells lled with different electrolytes. The
intercalation/deintercalation peaks observed in these electrolytes
indicate the formation of protective SEI layers on Gr anodes.

GrkNMC811 full cells were assembled to evaluate the electro-
chemical performance of different electrolytes. Fig. 2a–c, S7 and
S8† show the cyclic performance of GrkNMC811 cells at a cut-off
voltage of 4.5 V and 25 °C. In the rst formation cycle at 1/10C,
GrkNMC811 cells using E-carbonate, E-conc, E-TMP, and E-
PFPN display discharge capacities and initial coulombic effi-
ciencies (ICE) of 187.3 mA h g−1 (80.1%), 201 mA h g−1 (84.8%),
194.4 mA h g−1 (80.33%), and 199.8 mA h g−1 (85.5%), respec-
tively (Fig. 2b and S8†). The higher ICEs in E-conc and E-PFPN
indicate that they have less side reactions with Gr anodes. As
shown in Fig. 2c, the discharge capacity of E-carbonate cells
declines to 150.2 mA h g−1 aer 500 cycles with a capacity
retention of 83.8%. The critical role of EC in protecting the Gr
anode and the anodic stability of carbonate contributes to the cell
Fig. 2 Electrochemical properties of various electrolytes. (a) Cycling st
discharge curves at (b) the first formation cycle at 1/10C rate and (c) the su
C at a cut-off voltage of 4.5 V. (e) Discharge rate capability of GrkNMC8
discharge curves at the subsequent cycles at 1/3C rate and 4.6 V. (h) T
previously reported work.6,23–30

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
cycling performance at a high voltage. In contrast, the E-conc cell
displays a slower capacity fading rate than the E-carbonate before
400 cycles. The high-concentration electrolytes can adjust the Li+

solvation structure to produce an anion-derived SEI layer with
inorganic components to suppress the co-intercalation of the
solvent molecules into the Gr anode.38,39 Thus, its high ICE and
stable long-term cycling are likely from the robust inorganic-rich
passivation lm on the Gr anode in E-conc. However, aer
introducing TMP as a cosolvent into E-conc, E-TMP shows
a dramatic capacity fading (Fig. 2a and c). Aer 130 cycles, the
capacity of the cells in E-TMP was only 35.3 mA h g−1. Due to its
high dielectric constant (3 = 21.3), TMP would participate in the
Li+ solvation structure to form the Li+ solvation sheath in E-TMP.
Thus, an effective SEI protective layer cannot be formed, so the co-
intercalation of the solvent molecule into the Gr anode induces
the structural exfoliation of Gr during repeated cycling.6,40 The
capacity fading was intensied further in E-TMP-3 (3.3 mA h g−1

aer 30 cycles) (Fig. S8†), which further proves the disadvantage
of TMP cosolvent in the electrolyte. Aer replacing TMP with
abilities at 1/3C rate and 25 °C at a cut-off voltage of 4.5 V; charge–
bsequent cycles at 1/3C rate. (d) Cycling stabilities with 1/3C rate at 50 °
11 cells. (f) Cycling stabilities at a cut-off voltage of 4.6 V. (g) Charge–
he comparison of the capacity retention rate of the cells with that in

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1184–1193 | 1187
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PFPN, E-PFPN shows an outstanding cycling performance at
4.5 V, with a capacity retention of 82.0% aer 1000 cycles (154.3
mA h g−1) (Fig. 2a, c and S7c†). Although DME is acting as the
main solvent in E-PFPN, the GrkNMC811 full cells can still
maintain a long cycle stability. Previous work indicates that ether-
based LHCE with nely tuned structures and composition of
solvation sheaths can achieve a uniform and robust solid elec-
trolyte interphase (SEI) on the Gr anode.41,42 To conrm this, the
electrolyte (LiFSI/DME/PFPN, 1 : 2 : 3 by molar ratio) without
adding FEC is used to assemble GrkNMC811 full cells. As shown
in Fig. S9,† the electrolyte without FEC still maintains good cycle
stability. Thus, the co-intercalation of ether solvent molecules
into Gr can be also effectively suppressed in E-PFPN. Moreover, as
PFPN will not inuence the Li+ solvation sheath, it does not
hinder the formation of an effective SEI on the Gr anode despite
its high percentage in the electrolyte. In addition, 1,1,2,2-
tetrauoroethyl-2,2,3,3-tetrauoropropyl ether (TTE) is used as
the diluent to congure E-TTE (LiFSI/DME/FEC/TTE, 1 : 1.5 : 0.5 :
3 by molar ratio). As shown in Fig. S10,† the high-concentration
carbonate–ether hybrid electrolyte with the TTE diluent also
displayed stable cycle performance in GrkNMC811 cells at 1/3C
charge/discharge rate and 25 °C (∼85.0% aer 300 cycles at 4.5
Fig. 3 (a) EIS of GrkNMC811 cells using the studied electrolytes after
two formation cycle and the inset is the equivalent circuit. (b) and (c)
XRD patterns of the pristine Gr anode and the cycled Gr anodes in E-
conc, E-TMP, and E-PFPN after 50 cycles at 4.5 V. Electrochemical
performance of various electrolytes (E-conc, E-TMP, and E-PFPN) in
LikGr half cells: (d) first cycle charge/discharge voltage curves at C/10,
(e) cycling capacity for Li+ de-intercalation and (f) CE of the LikGr cells,
where the LikGr cells were cycled at 1/5C with the cut-off voltage
range of 0.01–1.2 V and 1C = 372 mA h g−1 based on the weight of the
Gr active material.

1188 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1184–1193
V). Thus, the design of carbonate–ether hybrid LHCE has great
potential for improving the cycle stability of GrkNMC811 cells.

Increasing temperature typically accelerates the parasitic reac-
tions between the electrolytes and both the high-Ni NMC cathode
and Gr anode. To further evaluate the passivation ability of E-
PFPN, the cycling performance of GrkNMC811 cells at an
elevated temperature (50 °C) was investigated. As seen in Fig. 2d
and S11,† the GrkNMC811 cells with E-PFPN as the electrolyte
reveal excellent high-temperature cycling performance aer 250
cycles at a cut-off voltage of 4.5 V with a capacity retention of
82.6%. The GrkNMC811 cells with E-PFPN demonstrate
outstanding cycling stability and less voltage polarization even at
a higher temperature, suggesting that the formed SEI on Gr and
CEI on NMC811 are highly effective. Moreover, the discharge rate
capabilities of GrkNMC811 cells with various electrolytes at a cut-
off voltage of 4.5 V were investigated, as shown in Fig. 2e. E-
PFPN displays better discharge rate performance compared to E-
Conc and E-TMP, which can be assigned to lower interfacial
resistance (the R2 and R3) as evidenced by the electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) results in Fig. 3a. The charge–
discharge curve of GrkNMC811 cells at a discharge rate of 1C
shown in Fig. S12 and S13† indicated that E-PFPN has great
potential to enable high energy density LIBs with superior safety
capability.

When the cut-off voltage of GrkNMC811 cells was increased to
4.6 V, all the cells except E-TMP exhibited higher discharge capacity
in the initial formation cycle at 1/10C (Fig. 2f and S14†). The
capacity of the electrolyte with TMP as the cosolvent shows a large
capacity fading aer 30 cycles (Fig. 2g). Fig. 2f shows a clear contrast
of the capacity retentions in different electrolytes during cycling,
and E-PFPN offers obvious advantages over other electrolytes
(89.8% capacity retention aer 300 cycles). Besides TMP, triethyl
phosphate (TEP) was also added to the electrolytes (E-TEP and E-
TEP-3) to verify its effect on the long-term cycling performance of
GrkNMC811 (Fig. S15 and S16†). Similar to E-TMP, TEP-based
nonammable electrolytes show poor cycling performance,
further indicating that a large proportion of phosphates in the
electrolyte as ame retardants is unfavorable to the cycling stability
of LIBs. Very recently, uorophosphazenes have demonstrated
improved electrochemical performances for Gr and Limetal anodes
as the diluent of LHCEs.11,43 However, this study of E-PFPN rst
proves the advantages of such nonammable electrolyte design in
terms of the long-term stability GrkNMC811 full cells at such high
voltages and temperatures over other reported electrolytes (Fig. 2h).

For differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments of
safety performance, charged NMC811 cathodes (to 4.5 V) are
tightly sealed in high-pressure crucibles with different electrolytes.
As shown in Fig. S17,† despite the close onset exothermic
temperatures, the amounts of heat release in different electrolytes
are signicantly different. Due to the solvation structure involving
TMP, E-TMP showed a greatly increased heat release (905.5 J g−1)
than E-conc (671 J g−1).More importantly, aminimumheat release
is also observed in E-PFPN (499 J g−1). The improved thermal
stability of E-PFPN is likely related to the existence of the high level
of ame-retardant PFPN and the formation of a protective CEI.

To verify the stability of Gr anodes, LikGr half cells were tested in
different electrolytes (Fig. 3d–f and S18†). As for E-PFPN, an initial
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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charge/discharge capacity of 341.5 and 359.3 mA h g−1 and an
initial CE of 95.05% are gained in the LikGr cell (Fig. 3d). Moreover,
no additional plateau was observed on the discharge curve, indi-
cating that the co-intercalation of an ion solvation sheath into Gr
layers did not occur. From the 3rd cycle (Fig. S18†), the Gr anode
shows a stable discharge capacity of 344.5 mA h g−1 and a CE of
99.47% in E-PFPN. Fig. 3e and f indicate that the best electro-
chemical stability was obtained in E-PFPN with the high cell CE
approaching 100% during cycling. However, the low reversible
capacity of Gr at 25 °C with the E-TMP electrolyte shown in Fig. 3e
may come from two aspects. Firstly, the low capacity of Gr is
probably caused by the high viscosity, and poor electrode wetta-
bility of E-TMP at room temperature;44 Secondly, the solvent co-
intercalation destroys the structure of the layered Gr anode, and
thereby the Gr/Li cell with E-TMP exhibits a low capacity and low
initial coulombic efficiency. Thus, an effective protective layer onGr
was formed during the formation cycles in the E-PFPN electrolyte.

The electrochemical performance and the XRD patterns
(Fig. 3b and c) of the Gr anodes cycled in E-conc and E-PFPN
(higher intensity of (002) peaks) demonstrate the enhanced
structural integrity of Gr layers in these electrolytes. However,
aer cycling in E-TMP, the Gr anode shows noticeable crystal
structure changes. The SEM images were collected to investigate
the effect of different electrolytes on the Gr anodes (Fig. S19†).
The cycled Gr anodes in full cells using E-conc and E-PFPN have
uniform and smooth surface morphologies. However, frag-
mented structures were observed for the cycled Gr anode in E-
TMP, indicating the deterioration effect of TMP on the struc-
ture of the Gr anode. Under high-resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy (HR-TEM), the SEI layer on the Gr anode aer
cycling in E-conc was relatively compact and thin with slight Gr
exfoliation observed (marked by the red dotted line) (Fig. 4a). The
Fig. 4 HR-TEM of Gr electrodes after 50 charge/discharge cycles in diffe
Gr electrodes after 50 charge/discharge cycles in different electrolytes:

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
interlayer spacing of the exfoliated Gr layer (0.382 nm) is larger
than that of the Gr layer (0.355 nm) aer cycling, indicating that
the Gr layer is partially destroyed. However, aer cycling in E-
TMP, the Gr anode was covered by a non-uniform and thick SEI
(Fig. 4b). Moreover, the Gr anode displays a large amorphous
domain (marked by the green dotted line), which is caused by the
deterioration of the SEI by the co-intercalation of TMP during
cycling.6 In contrast, the SEI of the Gr anode formed in E-PFPN
was uniform and thin (8–9 nm), and Gr exfoliation was effec-
tively suppressed (Fig. 4c). The well-maintained Gr layered
structure with a much thinner SEI corresponds to the high-
capacity retention of the GrkNMC811 cells using E-PFPN.

XPS analyses were also performed to characterize the detailed
compositions of the SEIs on the cycled Gr anodes aer 50 charge/
discharge cycles (Fig. 4d–f). As shown in Fig. 4d, all the electrolytes
show roughly similar SEI compositions, including the C–C/C–H,
C–O, C]O, C–F, and CF2–CH2 (PVDF) species on the surfaces of
Gr anodes. The organic carbonaceous species (C–C, C–O, and C]
O) in the SEI layers are likely from the decompositions of solvent
molecules (FEC and DME) on the Gr anode. As discussed above,
FEC is effective in constructing a stable SEI on the Gr anode. The
higher proportions of C]O (Li2CO3, 289.2 eV) in the C 1s and O 1s
(Fig. S20†) of E-conc and E-PFPN than those in E-TMP may indi-
cate the higher reactivity of FEC in the concentrated solvation
structures. As shown in Fig. 4e, the P 2p signals from the SEIs
conrmed that TMP or PFPN was involved in the SEI formation
process (Fig. 4e, f and S20†). The much stronger P–O signal
intensity in E-TMP suggests more apparent TMP decompositions
on the surface of Gr, which is undesirable for the anode stability.
In the F 1s spectra (Fig. 4f), the peaks at 688.0 eV, 686.1 eV, and
684.9 eV correspond to the organic C–F, SO2–F, and LiF species,
respectively.41 Both E-conc and E-PFPN induce the enrichments of
rent electrolytes: (a) E-conc, (b) E-TMP, and (c) E-PFPN. XPS spectra of
(d) C 1s, (e) P 2p, and (f) F 1s.
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LiF in the SEI layers, indicating that FEC and FSI− play essential
roles in the protection of the Gr anode. However, the lower ratio of
LiF and the higher ratio of SO2–F in E-TMP suggest the incomplete
decomposition of FSI−, in agreement with the N 1s, and S 2p
spectra (Fig. S20†). This is because TMPmolecules enter the inner
solvation sheath and change the reactivity of salt anions.
Compared with LiF, with high physical and electrochemical
stabilities, the SO2–F species are not as effective in protecting Gr
anodes. In addition, the P–O signal from the P 2p XPS spectrum
suggests the possible participation of PFPN in SEI formation. This
difference with the recent result of hexauorocyclotriphosphazene
on the Gr anode may be due to the additional ethoxy functional
group of PFPN and the reaction intermediates from decomposi-
tions of carbonate/ether solvents.43 Based on the above analysis,
the thin, robust SEI formed in E-PFPN by the synergy of FEC and
LiFSI can hinder solvent co-intercalation into the Gr and enable
the long-term cycling performance of Gr anodes (Fig. 6). Moreover,
to further explore the reasons for the quick fading of GrkNMC811
full cells of E-TMP, the cycling performance of GrkNMC811 full
cells at a lower charge/discharge voltage was measured. The
experimental results of the cycling performance are shown in
Fig. S21.† Although the charge–discharge cut-off voltage has
dropped to 4.3 V, the capacity of E-TMP still drops rapidly aer 8
cycles. Thus, the quick fading of GrkNMC811 full cells with E-TMP
as the electrolyte may be mainly due to the deterioration of the Gr
anode, rather than the cathode side.

Moreover, the evolutions of the CEI on the cathodes in
different electrolytes were characterized by HR-TEM to under-
stand the effect of electrolytes on cathode stability. Aer 50
cycles at 4.5 V, the thicknesses of CEIs on the NMC811 cathodes
are 12–18 nm for E-conc and 16–29 nm for E-TMP, respectively
(Fig. 5a and b). In contrast, the CEI on the NMC811 cathodes in
Fig. 5 HR-TEM images of NMC811 cathodes after 50 cycles in GrkNMC8
XPS spectra of NMC811 cathodes after 50 cycles in different electrolyte
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E-PFPN is much thinner (2–5 nm) and more uniform (Fig. 5c).
The XPS analysis of NMC811 cathodes was also conducted to
reveal the reasons behind the differences in cycling stability. As
shown in C 1s spectra (Fig. 5d), the intensities of C–O compo-
nents in E-conc and E-PFPN are lower compared to that in E-
TMP, implying less organic species from solvent decomposi-
tion. The concentrated solvation structures in E-conc and E-
PFPN with low proportions of free solvent molecules sup-
pressed the solvent decompositions on the NMC811 cathodes.
Major differences between different electrolytes could be
observed in the F 1s spectra. In E-conc and E-TMP, themain F 1s
signal comes from C–F, which may come from the PVDF binder
and the decomposition of FEC solvent. In addition, there is
a high proportion of the SO2–F signal from the incomplete
decomposition of FSI− in the CEI of E-TMP. The decomposition
of TMP and the deposition of P–O species on the cathode were
not desirable for the cathode protection at high voltages. In
comparison, the CEI formed in E-PFPN is enriched with LiF
(Fig. 5e). A large amount of LiF species in the CEI indicates that
the PFPN diluent has a critical role in the CEI formation
process. The P–F and P]N–P species in E-PFPN (Fig. 5e, f and
S22†) also suggested that PFPN was decomposed on the cathode
surface. The electrolyte effect on the cathode stability could be
further veried by the SEM images of the cycled cathodes shown
in Fig. S23.† The NMC811 cathode in the E-TMP shows severe
cracks in bulk particles aer cycling (yellow rectangles in the
SEM images, Fig. S24c†). Nevertheless, the cathode particles in
E-PFPN remain intact (Fig. S24d†). The results indicate that the
uniform protective layer enriched in LiF in E-PFPN would
effectively passivate the highly active cathode surface at high
voltages during long-term cycling (Fig. 6).
11 cells using different electrolytes: (a) E-conc; (b) E-TMP; (c) E-PFPN.
s: (d) C 1s, (e) F 1s, and (f) P 2p.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 Schematic of the relationship between the solvation structure,
SEI, and CEI composition in E-PFPN electrolyte.
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3. Conclusions

In summary, with the combination of the carbonate–ether
mixture solvent and the uorophosphazene-based ame-
retarding diluent, we successfully designed a nonammable
LHCE for LIBs with a Gr anode and high-voltage cathode. E-PFPN
can solve the dilemma of ame retardants and their poor
compatibility with Gr anodes and Ni-rich cathodes. Specically,
the GrkNMC811 cells employing E-PFPN exhibit outstanding
cycling performance with a capacity retention of 82.0% aer 1000
cycles at 4.5 V and 89.8% aer 300 cycles at 4.6 V compared to
those with E-carbonate, E-conc, and E-TMP. Moreover, it also can
achieve superior cycling stability at a high temperature (50 °C)
(82% capacity retention aer 250 cycles at 4.5 V). E-PFPN enables
the formation of thin, robust, and conductive interphases
enrichedwith inorganic species on both electrodes, thus ensuring
long-term cycle stability of high-voltage LIBs. Our work demon-
strates the great potential of nonammable functional electrolyte
design for long-life, high-safety, and high-energy-density LIBs.
4. Experimental
4.1 Electrolyte and electrode preparation

The LiFSI was kindly provided by Nippon Shokubai (Japan) and
dried under vacuum at 100 °C for 24 hours before use. TMP, TEP,
DME, and EC solvents were purchased from Aladdin Co., Ltd.
PFPN was purchased from Shanghai Bide Pharmaceutical Tech-
nology Co., Ltd, and its purity was higher than 98%. All the salts
are of battery grade and dried at 100 °C in a vacuum drying oven
overnight. All the solvents were dried with molecular sieves for
seven days before use and used without further purication. The
carbonate of 1 M LiPF6 EC/DEC/EMC (1 : 1 : 1 by vol) was
purchased from DodoChem Co. The electrolytes with different
formulations shown in Table S1† were prepared in a glovebox
lled with high purity argon (H2O < 0.1 ppm and O2 < 0.1 ppm).
The Gr anode (2.10 mA h cm−2, active material loading: 5.80 mg
cm−2) was received from Guangdong Canrd New Energy Tech-
nology Co., Ltd. Single crystal NMC811 powder was purchased
from Shenzhen Kejing materials technology co., Ltd. The
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
NMC811 cathode disks (a diameter of 12 mm) were prepared by
coating a slurry of mixing the NMC811 powder, Super P (Aladdin),
and 10 wt% polyvinylidene uoride (PVDF, Aladdin) in N-methyl-
2-pyrrolidone (NMP, Aladdin) (80 : 10 : 10 by wt%) on Al foil
(NMC811, 1.77 mA h cm−2 at 4.5 V, active material loading:
8.35mg cm−2). All the electrode disks were dried under vacuum at
110 °C for over 24 hours and kept in the glove box.

4.2 Characterization studies

The contact angles of various electrolytes on a Celgard 2500
separator were measured with a contact angle meter SL200B
(Solon Tech. Co., Ltd). The viscosity of various electrolytes was
measured with a DVNext rheometer (Brookeld. Co., Ltd) at 25 °
C. Aer 50 charge/discharge cycles, the cells were disassembled
in the glove box with a disassembly tool to obtain the Gr anode
and NMC811 cathode. All the recycled Gr anodes and NMC811
cathodes were rinsed with pure DME 3 times to remove residue
and then dried in small bins of the glove box for 2 hours. The
recycled Gr anode and NMC811 cathode's surface chemistry
were investigated by using an X-ray photoelectron spectrometer
(XPS) on a physical electronic Quantera scanning X-ray micro-
probe (Al Ka X-ray source). A Bruker D8 Venture X-ray diffrac-
tometer (XRD) was used to perform the analysis of Gr anode and
cathode materials. SEM images were obtained on a Gemini SEM
450 at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV and a current of 86 pA. The
self-designed hermetically sealed container lled with argon
was used in the glove box to transfer samples of the SEM and
XPS instruments to eliminate the effects of ambient oxygen and
moisture. The Gr anode and NMC811 cathode will be scraped
off and ultrasonically dispersed in N,N-dimethylacetamide to
obtain the transmission electron microscope (TEM) images.
Then, the above dispersion is dropped on the copper TEM grids
(200 mesh, Tedpella, Inc.) in the glove box. A 300 kV FEI Talos
F200X transmission electron microscope was used to obtain the
high-resolution TEM images. Raman spectroscopy (LABRAM,
HR) with 532 nm laser excitation was used to estimate the
solvation structure of different electrolytes. For the ammability
test, glass microber lters soaked with the electrolytes were
directly exposed to a torch ame. A specic interval close to the
torch ame was taken several times to determine whether the
electrolyte can be ignited. The ash points of electrolytes were
determined with a ash point tester MINIFLASH FLP (Grabner
Instruments) by using a modied continuously closed cup. The
linear sweep voltammetry (LSV), cyclic voltammetry (CV), and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) experiments
were conducted using a Biologic potentiostat (VMP-3). DSC was
carried out by adding 5 mg of electrolyte and 3 mg of dry
NMC811 electrode material into tightly sealed high-pressure
crucibles at a rate of 5 °C min−1 from room temperature to
350 °C.

4.3 Electrochemical measurements

GrkLi half-cells and full cells of NMC811kGr were assembled in
a standard 2032-type coin cell in the glove box. All cells use the
Celgard 2500 separator sandwiched between the Gr anode and the
NMC811 cathode. 75 mL electrolyte was added in all coin cells to
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 1184–1193 | 1191
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thoroughly wet the separator and electrodes. GrkLi half-cells were
tested at 1/10C with a cutoff voltage range of 0.01–1.2 V, where the
1C rate was 372mAh g−1 based on the activematerial weight of the
Gr anode. NMC811kGr full-cells were tested at 1/3C with a cutoff
voltage range of 2.8–4.5 V and 2.8–4.6 V, respectively, where the 1C
rate was 200 mA h g−1 based on the active material weight of the
NMC811 cathode. NMC811kGr full-cells were also tested at 1/3C
with a cutoff voltage range of 2.8–4.5 V at 50 °C. The discharge test
with different rates of NMC811kGr full cells was measured. To
avoid corrosion of the stainless steel electrode shell by electrolyte at
a high voltage, an Al-coated cathode shell was used. An additional
Al foil with a diameter of 19 mm was added between the NMC811
cathode and Al-coated stainless steel shell. The slurry containing
only Super P and PVDF (1 : 1 wt%) was coated on Cu foil for linear
sweep voltammetry (LSV) of the studied electrolytes, with a poten-
tial range of 2.0–5.5 V (vs. Li/Li+) and a scan rate of 1.0 mV s−1. The
cyclic voltammetry (CV) proles of GrkLi half-cells with studied
electrolytes were obtained at 0–2.0 V, and the scan rate was 0.1 mV
s−1. The EIS of GrkNMC811 cells using the studied electrolytes
aer two formation cycles was measured with a frequency ranging
from 1 M to 0.1 Hz, and the input signal amplitude is 5 mV.
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